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Abstract - This paper introduces a new design and application for direct volume manipulation for visualizing the intraoperative liver resection process. So far, interactive volume deformation and resection have been independently handled due to the difficulty of representing elastic behaviour of volumetric objects. Our framework models global shape editing and discontinuous local deformation by merging proxy geometry encoding and displacement mapping. A local-frame-based elastic model is presented to allow stable editing of the liver shape including bending and twisting while preserving the volume. Several tests using clinical CT data have confirmed the developed software and interface can represent the intraoperative state of liver and produce local views of reference vascular structures, which provides a “road map of vessels” that are key features when approaching occluded tumors during surgery.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The main priorities of oncologic liver surgery are complete removal of tumors within an appropriate safety margin and preservation of a sufficient volume of liver tissue to maintain hepatic function. Preoperative planning of liver resection is based on ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and provides visualization of liver anatomy [1][2][3]. A patient-specific resection path is planned by considering three-dimensional vascular structures, and setting some vessels such as branches as anatomical reference points to be followed.

During surgery, careful ablation is required to achieve accurate resection while checking the reference vascular structures partially revealed in the process of resection. However, the anatomical information based on preoperative CT data differs from the intraoperative situation because of the surgical manipulation and deformation of the liver during resection [4][5] (see Figure 1). This makes it difficult for surgeons to accurately trace the resection path as preoperatively planned on the measured CT volume. Missing the path has possibility of yielding risks, for example, different vessels that are not regarded as anatomical references can appear. Intraoperative ultrasound is used to detect the tumor in the deformed state as a guide for liver resection [6]. However, there is still difficulty in understanding the 3D relationship between the tumor and the vascular structures based on two-dimensional (2D) imaging of a small part of the liver.

Our motivation for this research was to overcome these difficulties, and we have designed a planning/navigation framework that represents the intraoperative state of liver and produce local views of reference vascular structures. Unlike conventional applications, we focus on sequential visualization of the intraoperative resection process in addition to planning of the global resection path. Since we aim to provide a computer aided design (CAD) tool for liver resection surgery, the software should be intuitive and user friendly for medical staff. Since surface models also run into limitations in the handling of internal structures and the complex resection process, providing direct volume manipulation for the generated rendered image is a key concept in our framework.

A number of recent studies have sought to represent volume deformation and editing using point sampling and 3D texture interpolation on GPUs [7][8][9][10]. Although few models allow physically strict descriptions, this approach has the potential to enable interactive manipulation while providing visually valid deformation. In the direct manipulation of the volume, we note that control-point-based approaches [11][12] may actually result in indirect manipulation. This is inevitable, as the user manipulates control points rather than volumetric objects. Moreover, various technical hurdles have yet to be cleared for various types of geometry-based manipulation such as the representation of the elastic behaviour of soft tissues, the arbitrary discontinuous deformation for volumetric cuts and the rendering of time-varying ablation procedure. Specifically, we focus on the importance of three technical points: the global shape editing of liver including large deformations, visualization of vascular structures partly appearing in the resection process and the design of a direct volume manipulation interface for end users.

As volume data are originally 3D scalar fields, they have no 3D geometry, surfaces, or physical information in explicit formats. In consideration of this property, we begin our paper by exploring how to model flexible 3D manipulations and the shape editing of volume data. We also describe the design of an interactive, direct manipulation environment and a volume rendering scheme to represent the resection process. Towards the end of the paper, we validate the performance of our techniques using case examples. In the context of visualization literature, this work contributes in the following points.

- It introduces a design and application of direct volume manipulation for visualizing the intraoperative liver resection process.
- Both global shape editing and discontinuous local deformation are modelled by merging proxy geometry representation and displacement mapping.
- It presents a local-frame-based elastic model for editing
Figure 1 Snapshots of liver resection surgery, (a) intraoperative liver deformation and (b) ablation of the deformed liver

the liver shape. Our algorithm makes possible to represent twisting and bending states with stability while preserving the volume.

- Visualization algorithms to represent local vascular structures are described. Discontinuous deformation based on arbitrary resection path is modelled.
- A new design for a mouse-based intuitive interface for direct volume manipulation is introduced and demonstrated on clinical examples using patient's CT data.

2 RELATED WORK

A. Volume manipulation

The representation of volume deformation has been studied for at least a decade. The earlier studies focus on the construction of deformed volumes from initial states based on image morphing[13] or rigid transformation[14]. The various types of manipulation techniques have been explored by designing more complex transformations of the volume. More recently, in volume illustration and other fields of application, various types of deformation have been formulated in more detail to explore the complex internal structures of volume data [6][12][15]. One way to represent volume deformation is to pre-computationally prepare for a transformation of the volume. This framework is categorized as a form of non-interactive manipulation. The approach is still popular in related fields of research, such as transfer functions[16] and displacement maps[10][17].

Other studies, meanwhile, have been exploring interactive manipulation techniques together with advances in GPU technology and programmable shaders. Resk-Salama et al. began by proposing a basic framework for realizing interactive volume deformation[18][19]. In their framework, a 3D deformation is defined based on the transformation of proxy points placed in a segmented volume. The points are placed in a static and regular fashion before the manipulation begins. Masutani et al. have extended this approach in a finite element model (FEM) for simulating the elastic behaviour of organs [20].

George et al. presented an efficient scalable pipeline for GPU tetrahedral grid rendering[21]. Correa et al. recently presented an efficient design for volume deformation using scattered control points [11]. In their framework, the user manually places control points on cross sections of the volume and manipulates them to goal positions. The deformation is rendered via inverse displacement maps [17]. Although it succeeds in controlling some types of deformation, the method of manipulation is still indirect, and independent of the structure of the volume. Furthermore, the small number of manually placed 2D control points restricts the degree-of-freedom of the deformation.

In spite of the earlier efforts heretofore described, several issues remain to be solved before direct volume manipulation becomes a reality. Specifically, the technical challenge is on-the-fly, direct handling of implicit geometry stored in volume data. The friendliest environment will allow the user to freely and directly manipulate the volume of interest while observing the rendered image. No method for direct volume manipulation has yet been formulated from this point of view. This paper introduces a set of direct volume manipulation techniques. Specifically, we extend point sampling approaches [11][19] to a more generalized format, that of the proxy volume mesh, and present a new framework for handling geometry and rendering for direct volume manipulation.

B. Large deformation

The finite element method (FEM) divides the whole elastic body into finite elements, and physically strict equations are solved by large-scale linear equations [22][23][24]. This method is characterized by the ability to directly use physical values such as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, and linear FEM makes it possible to quickly provide high precision deformation results in small deformations [25]. However, as the linear model is based on the Cauchy strain tensor theory, it produces unnatural deformation results due to increases in the volume during twisting, bending manipulation [26].

Non-linear finite element models [27][28][29] based on Green-Lagrange strain have also been studied in an effort to simulate large deformation. However, non-linear models increase the amount of calculation, making it difficult to achieve calculations in real time. Kikuchi et al improved the calculation method and reduced calculation costs, making it possible to conduct real-time deformation while preserving volume even in the case of large deformation [29]. There is also an approach in which the rotational components in an element are eliminated to evaluate deformation and rotation is applied after deformation in order to reduce calculation error [30][31]. In this way, representation of the large deformation of elastic bodies is being partially achieved. However, as these methods are based on a dynamic solution in which deformation is calculated by means of time integration, there is a possibility that the system will become unstable.

The mesh editing method [32][33] has been studied in the field of interactive computer graphics and computer-aided design (CAD). In this method, deformation is not modelled dynamically and evaluation functions that pre-serve shapes mathematically are defined and the minimization problem is solved in order to edit the shape of the model so as to fulfill the constraints. In order to achieve natural shape editing that includes rotation, Lipman et al proposed an approach based on the Cartan moving frame theory, in which local coordinates are placed at each vertex, and all vertex positions are represented on the local coordinates [34]. With this method, local rotation of an object can be modelled as rotation of the local coordinates, and natural shape interpolation is possible. Moreover, they touch on the preservation of volume [33]. As far as we surveyed, there are as yet no examples simulating elastic deformation based on this approach. However, this method is thought to be suitable even when dealing with the twisting and bending of elastic bodies.
In this study, the local-frame-based elastic deformation model was developed for quickly computing the large deformation of elastic bodies resulting from twisting and bending. Our motivation is close to a CAD or a modeling framework that allows interactive editing of the volumetric object. From this point of view, stable, single-pass deformation that allows undo or backward operation is an essential factor. Therefore, the objective was to build a stable calculation model based on static analysis, while at the same time achieving local volume preservation.

3 Direct Volume Manipulation Framework

In liver resection surgery, surgeons carry out ablation of liver tissue while checking reference vascular structures partially revealed in the process of resection. Important factors for planning and navigation of the liver resection surgery are the intraoperative deformed state of the liver and partial appearance of vessel structures. Visualization of entire vascular structures has been routinely used to grasp the global anatomy of a patient’s liver. However, it does not provide an intraoperative view, that is, occluded anatomy and therefore has difficulty in comparing intraoperative views with visualization results. In addition to this, a practical design for clinical use is required for surgeons to project their image of surgical plans to the rendered volume directly and freely.

Considering these contexts and requirements, we designed a volume manipulation framework in which end users can directly deform volumetric objects and visualize the time-series resection process assumed in the surgery. Figure 2 shows a brief sketch of our manipulation framework.

STEP1 Drawing resection path

The user first defines a realistic resection path on the rendered image. We provide a mouse-based line drawing interface to support the input of the resection path. When the user indicates a pixel on the rendered image, our framework estimates the corresponding voxel in the volumetric space by accumulating opacity (or alpha) values at sample points in the eye direction. This process is similar to the ray casting protocol [35] commonly used in the volume rendering scheme. Once the accumulated opacity values exceed a threshold, we simply assume that the voxel at the current sample point has been selected by the user. This direct pointing scheme in a volumetric space was also employed in the volume sculpting study presented in [36].

A set of the sampled points $r_i$ obtained from a drag operation represents a curved line (Figure 3a). By removing the surrounding voxels along the line, the user can input the next line to the internal structure of the liver. The curved surface $S$ formed by the several input lines defines the global resection path (Figure 3b). Coexisting with the ray-casting-based point- ing, we utilize MPR (multi planar reconstruction) to visualize cross sections of the liver. Inputting points $r_i$ or a line on the MPR plane allows definition of a curved surface $S$ while observing the internal structure of the liver. An example of a resection path is shown in Figure 3c and 3d.

STEP2 Global shape editing

The user edits the global shape of the rendered volume and visualizes his/her image of the intraoperative state of the liver. In order to achieve valid shape editing, we present an elastic model that stably represents large deformation due to rotation. The edited results are rendered with the resection path affected by global deformation. The details of the model are described in Section 4.

STEP3 Resection process visualization

The user finally visualizes the time-series resection process and reference vessels that are assumed to be partly observed in the surgery. Local deformation of the opening space generated by splitting liver tissue is represented to visualize internal structures and cross sections. The algorithms and implementation on GPU is explained in Section 5.

In our framework, we assume volume data $I$ is a 3D scalar field composed of discrete voxels with an intensity value in a three-dimensional space. We apply a proxy geometry representation [9][37] and its specific data structure, the volume proxy mesh, for representing global shape editing. This mesh encodes volumetric geometry and physical information (i.e., elasticity and boundary conditions) between sampled vertices. Rather than being visualized directly, the mesh is placed into the entire volumetric area as a background data structure, thereby enabling a direct, interactive manipulation of the volume with elastic deformation.

The volume proxy mesh is formed with a standard tetrahedral mesh format $(V, E)$, where $V$ is sampled vertices and $E$ is a set of tetrahedral elements. Three-dimensional manipulation and deformation of the target volume are supported by vertices placed in the volumetric space. In our framework, all model transformations with deformation are discretely modeled by displacement of vertices of the volume proxy mesh. First, all of
the vertices are categorized into three groups based on the physical conditions: fixed vertices (red), constrained vertices (green) and free vertices (blue) (see Figure 3e). The fixed vertices represent physically fixed structures that will not deform or move through manipulation, such as bones. The constrained vertices represent selected areas that can be directly controlled by the user. Lastly, the free vertices express other soft areas that will deform through manipulation. When the user manipulates the volume, initial vertices $V$ are displaced to $V'$ through mesh deformation. In the computation of deformation, the positions of fixed vertices and constrained vertices are imposed as physical constraints (or boundary conditions) that must be satisfied by the deformation model. Concurrently, free vertices are updated at every simulation step according to the computation results. The constrained vertices and free vertices represent model deformations. Next, our framework renders any deformed volume using the new coordinates of $V'$ incorporating the initial volume intensity $I$. If no manipulation occurs, $V'$ is equivalent to the initial set of vertices $V$. Note, again, that none of the vertices of the mesh are displayed to the user. This is the key point for enabling direct volume manipulation in our framework.

By integrating the mouse-based drawing interface [36] with the region growing process, the user can extract the volume of interest interactively. The related volume editing and segmentation techniques can be referred to in [8]. 2D drawing on the volumetrically rendered image is also used for setting constraints in shape editing. When the user draws a closed curve on the rendered volume, our framework sets the boundary condition to the selected vertices. Then, the user can manipulate the volume in 3D via 2D displacement of the constrained vertices. In our interface, the 2D displacement is first obtained by dragging the mouse and then transformed into 3D displacement parallel to the view-aligned slicing plane. This displacement information is used to set physical constraints, the external force given for the constrained vertices of the shape-editing model. By utilizing rotation of the scene, the user can interactively manipulate the volume in 3D. The mouse wheel is also used to enter the amount of twisting. The details of the force input are described in Section 4.

4 SHAPE EDITING WITH LARGE DEFORMATION

4.1 Elastic deformation based on local frames

This section introduces the proposed elastic model based on local frame theory for global shape editing of the liver (Figure 4). The goals for the model proposed in this study are as follows:

- To visualize plausible large elastic deformation
- to support a variety of manipulations such as twisting and bending in addition to pushing and pulling
- to preserve model volume
- to achieve fast, stable computation

Here, we do not aim to simulate the physically accurate behavior of real elastic objects but to support model deformation that satisfies the user’s editing manipulation of the rendered image. Our motivation is close to a CAD or a modeling framework that allows interactive editing of the volumetric object. From this point of view, stable, single-pass deformation that allows undo or backward operation is an essential factor. Volume preservation is also important to satisfy the user’s physical images of internal organs. Therefore, we employ a static analysis that does not consider the dynamic behavior of the elastic body. Consequently, we assume the external forces and the internal stresses produced by deformation are in equilibrium at every time step.

Figure 5 illustrates the algorithm flow for local-frame-based shape editing using the simplest line model as an example. The model has three vertices with different boundary conditions (see Figure 3e on the color setting). The 3DOF (degree-of-freedom) force $F_{push}$ is used as an input to support pushing and pulling manipulation. In addition to this, the force applied when a small area of the object is twisted or rotated is modeled as $F_{twist}$ in the rolling direction (Figure 5a). A part of this pushing force $F_{push}$ is used for computation of small deformations based on linear FEM. The other rotational factor is used to modify the local coordinates based on the moving frame theory in differential geometry to represent large deformation of the elastic body. When $F_{push}$ and $F_{twist}$ are given to the constrained vertex, the following four steps are processed to simulate the large deformation of elastic bodies.

STEP1 Force decomposition

As noted earlier, the linear finite element model is suitable for use in calculating deformation within the scope of small deformations. However, when the object is bent, $F_{push}$ also affects the rotation of the object. This makes it impossible to correctly calculate the results of deformation [26]. With the presented method, on the other hand, the external force $F_{push}$ in
the pushing/pulling direction is divided into two components: the component that will mainly contribute to small deformation of the object $F_{trans}$, and the component contributing to the rotation of the object $F_{rot}$. Currently, this decomposition is done using a skeleton vector determined by the fixed and constrained vertices.

STEP 2 Linear finite element deformation

The elastic deformation is evaluated using the translational component $F_{trans} = (F_{push} - F_{rot})$. The conventional linear FEM is used to compute the displacement of the free vertices under the boundary condition that $F_{trans}$ is applied to the constrained vertices and positional constraints on the fixed vertices.

STEP 3 Update local frames

The rotational component $F_{rot}$ and the initially applied $F_{init}$ in the rolling direction are converted into rotational constraints $R_{rot}$ that are applied to the constrained vertices. All local frames at each vertex are rotated so as to satisfy these constraints. The small elastic deformation determined in STEP 2 is evaluated, and the local frames are corrected so as to preserve the volume locally.

STEP 4 Update vertex positions

Lastly, the vertex positions at the local coordinates that have been obtained are converted back to global coordinates to determine the final vertex positions.

Each step is processed by calculating static, linear equations, making it possible to determine a single deformation state for the given external force. This allows deformation to be simulated stably and interactively. Also, the undo operation is possible for each input force that is mapped to the corresponding deformation state. In the next section, the details of the computation for step 3 and 4 are explained.

4.2 Update of local frames and vertex positions

This section introduces the methods for updating local frames using $F_{init}$ in the rolling direction and the rotational component $F_{rot}$ of the pushing force. In the local-frame-based mesh representation, a local frame is placed for each vertex. Instead of using the global coordinates, the three-dimensional position of the vertex is represented as a relative position at the local coordinates. The local frames at every vertex are also handled by the relative relationship with that of adjacent vertices.

The local frame at a vertex is handled as a $3 \times 3$ matrix and initialized to a unit matrix. When $F_{init}$ and $F_{rot}$ are provided, the local frames and position of each vertex in the mesh are updated using the following three steps:

A. Rotate the local frames

In Step 1, the local frames placed at each vertex are updated. The rotation matrix $R_{rot} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$ is constructed using the $\delta F_{rot}$ ($\delta$: constant parameter) as a rotation angle. In the same manner, the rotation matrix $R_{init} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$ is defined from the external force $F_{init}$. The local frames placed at all vertices are then rotated, with the two rotational amounts seen as rotational constraints applied at the constrained vertices, and with the initial unit matrix seen as a fixed constraint applied to the fixed vertices. In this study, these constraints and the evaluation functions pertaining to the local coordinates are defined. The optimal state is determined using the least squares approach. Equation (1) is the evaluation function to be solved.

\[
\arg \min_{L'} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{V}} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{N}_j} \left( \| L'_j - L'_k \|^2_2 + \| L'_j - L_{fixed} \|^2_2 \right) \tag{1}
\]

Here, $L'_j$ is a $3 \times 3$ matrix that preserves base vectors as information of the local frames at $v_j$, $L'_{fixed}$ is the target matrix to be computed. The left term of the equation means the difference between the initial local frames and the target local frames. The Frobenius norm is used to calculate the norm of the matrix. The right term represents the difference between the constraints provided by the user and the initial local frames. The rotational constraints $R_{rot}$ and $R_{init}$ given to the fixed and constrained vertices are applied to compute $L_{fixed}$. $N_i$ is the number of adjacent vertices at each vertex and $\alpha_i$ is the weight. All of the local frames are obtained by computing $L'_j$ which minimizes the evaluation function.

B. Scale the local frames

Next, if it is assumed that the volume of the elastic body is preserved entirely and locally as a result of deformation, the volume of each tetrahedron on the mesh should be preserved. In our framework, $F_{trans} = (F_{push} - F_{rot})$ is used as a boundary condition for reducing the artifact resulting from use of the linear finite element method. However, if a large pushing/pulling force is applied from the user, the artifact may be increased, producing changes in the volume. Accordingly, when the volume of the model has increased or decreased too much, the volume is corrected by scaling the axis of the local frames.

The Voronoi volume $V_i$ defined for each vertex is used to evaluate the local volume of the elastic body. When the Voronoi volume $V_i$ is changed to $V'_i$ after computing STEP 2, the local frame axis is scaled using $(V_i / V'_i)^{1/3}$ in order to achieve local volume preservation.

C. Update the vertex positions

Finally, the vertex positions are updated using the local frames that are updated through rotation and scaling. The vertex positions are calculated so as to minimize the displacement of the relative positions in the local coordinates before and after the update. In the same manner as Equation (1), the evaluation function is defined as follows.

\[
\arg \min_{v'_i} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{V}} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{N}_j} \left( \| M_j (v'_j - v'_i) - M_i (v_j - v_i) \|^2_2 + \sum_{k \in \mathcal{V}} \| v_k - v_{fixed} \|^2_2 \right) \tag{2}
\]

Here $v_i$ is the initial vertex position and $v'_i$ is the target vertex position after the deformation. $M_i$ is the inverse matrix of the $3 \times 3$ matrix that represents the local frames at the vertex $i$. $v_{fixed}$ is the positional constraint for the fixed vertex $k$. $L'_j$ and $v'_i$ are computed so as to minimize the evaluation functions defined by Equation (1) and (2) respectively. Since this is a linear least square problem, the coordinates $v'_i$ for all vertices in the model after deformation can be determined by solving the linear equation.
5 RESECTION PROCESS VISUALIZATION

5.1 Local deformation based on resection path

This section describes techniques for locally visualizing vascular structures simulating intraoperative views. The reference vessels determined on preoperative CT volume become anatomical landmarks and key features which surgeons utilize to approach occluded tumors during surgery. Our framework simulates a time-varying space after local deformation of the partly resected liver. In order to represent discontinuous deformation around the resection path, we apply the concept of a volumetric inverse displacement map introduced by Correa et al [17] to our clinical application. However, as they use a pre-defined displacement map and do not describe details on the generation methods, we newly present a set of algorithms to generate a displacement map directly from the given resection path.

Our methods generate time-series displacement maps by computing per-voxel displacement vectors based on discrete points of the resection path (see Figure 2) and the voxel coordinate. A displacement map $D$ is a forward map from voxel $p$ to voxel $p'$, that is, $p' = p + D(p)$ to visualize volume deformation. We store this map as a volumetric vector field, that is, three-dimensional vector array data with the same size in space and voxel resolution of the initial intensity volume. Figure 6 shows a 2D illustration for generating the displacement map and the outline of the algorithms is as follows:

1) The discrete points $R = \{r_0, \ldots, r_i\}$ are defined from the given global resection path which forms a curved surface $S$. The normal vector $n_i$ at the point $r_i$ is computed. (Figure 6a)

2) For all voxels within a specified distance from $S$, the distance between the voxel position $p$ and the set of points $R$ is searched. The closest point $r_i$ from the voxel $p$ is then determined (Figure 6b). A three-dimensional displacement vector $D(p)$ is computed based on a local displacement model described in the subsection 5.2. This computation is processed on GPU in parallel. (Figure 6c)

3) The inverse displacement map $D^{-1}$, a backward map from voxel $p'$ to voxel $p$, is generated from the displacement map $D$. This map is also quickly computed and interpolated on GPU to reduce visual artifacts, and used for referencing 3D texture in the final rendering process.

5.2 Local displacement model

Next we describe the local displacement model that defines the per-voxel displacement vector $D(p)$ based on the given curved surface $S$. In order to shape an opening space between cross sections split by the ablation process, the displacement is determined by the distance from $S$ and the probability density function on normal distribution. The displacement vector $D(p)$ at voxel $p$ is defined as Equation (3).

$$D(p) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{vessel} \\ \alpha \exp \left( - \frac{(i - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2} - \beta d_{\text{width}} - \gamma d_{\text{depth}} \right) & \text{others} \end{cases}$$

$$d_{\text{width}} = (p - r_i) \cdot n_i,$$

$$d_{\text{depth}} = (p - r_i) \cdot e,$$

where $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ is the average and the variance of the normal distribution, respectively. $i$ is the index of the closest point of the curved surface $S$. $\alpha$ is a parameter for controlling the width of the opening space. $d_{\text{width}}$ approximates the vector from the closest point of $S$ to the voxel $p$ as shown in Figure 6b, and $\beta d_{\text{width}}$ ($\beta$: a weight parameter) is used to reduce the displacement based on the distance from $S$. $d_{\text{depth}}$ plays a similar role to that of $\beta d_{\text{width}}$ in the depth direction. $e$ is the eye vector. A zero vector is set to $D(p)$ if the voxel $p$ belongs to the vessel region, and the voxels for liver tissues are displaced. This makes it possible to visualize vascular structures in the opening space. As the vessel region generally has high intensity on CT data, a simple threshold can distinguish vascular structures from the liver volume.

The inverse displacement vector $D^{-1}(p')$ is then computed from the displacement map. Using the inverse displacement map $D^{-1}$, $p'$ can be referred to as $p = p' + D^{-1}(p')$. The 3D texture at the position $p$ retrieves the color and opacity components. Finally, in order to handle discontinuities, it samples the alpha mask at the position $p'$ and modulates the pixel's color components with the mask. In order to avoid aliasing artifacts in the cut, the program considers a point as transparent if the alpha mask is less than 0.5, and the resulting pixel will not contribute to compositing. Figure 7 shows colored examples of an inverse displacement map and local deformation results along a given resection path.

6 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We implemented the proposed volume manipulation framework using C++, GLSL and CUDA. We used the tetgen library (published at http://tetgen.berlios.de/) for creating the tetrahedral elements of the mesh based on CT data. The recent
meshing techniques or software can be referred to in [38] and in [39]. The quality and performance were examined using both public domain data and clinical CT data. We used a standard PC (CPU: Intel Corei7 2.93 GHz, Memory: 16GB) with a general-purpose graphic card (nVidia GeForce GTX580) for the test.

### 6.1 Shape editing with large deformation

The results of deformation using the proposed elastic model were first validated as a quantitative indicator of the change in the volume of a model shape in response to the application of external force. The visual naturalness of the results of large deformation was also confirmed qualitatively. A prepared bar model shown in Figure 8 has 507 vertices and 1750 tetrahedral elements. 1.0 MPa was uniformly applied to the elastic parameter of each element. The results of deformation based on a conventional linear finite element (FE) model were used for comparison.

We obtained some results of deformation when an external force is applied in several stages diagonally upward (z-direction) to the right (x-direction) at one end of the bar model. In the case of deformation using a conventional FE-based model, the model expands as the external force increases, leading to deformation results that appear unnatural. The volume increases to 144% and 274% when an external force of 150N and 300N was applied in z-direction respectively. In contrast, with the proposed model, deformation can be represented naturally even when a great external force is applied. Changes in volume can also be kept to 2 - 3% or less (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>force x</th>
<th>0 N</th>
<th>300 N</th>
<th>500 N</th>
<th>700 N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 N</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.1%</td>
<td>100.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 N</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.1%</td>
<td>100.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 N</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 N</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another test was conducted to determine whether or not physical property is reflected in bending and twisting deformation. Deformation of the bar model was conducted for two cases (one in which the Young’s modulus of the model was set uniformly at 1.0 MPa for the entire model, and another in which the Young’s modulus was set to 2.0 MPa for the left half area and 1.0 for the right half area) and the results of deformation were compared. Figure 9 shows the results of the simulation. In the case of the heterogeneous model shown in (b), larger deformation was produced in the right side of the model, and heterogeneous deformation that reflects differences in the Young’s modulus in places can be confirmed visually.

### 6.2 Resection process visualization

The next experiment was done with a surgeon in department of hepato-biliary-pancreatic and transplant surgery. Using CT data and assuming actual surgery, a resection path was defined on the segmented liver volume. (Figure 10a) A volume proxy mesh with 317 vertices and 1034 tetrahedral elements was constructed from the liver volume. 1.0 MPa was set for Young’s modulus and 0.4 was set for Poisson’s ratio. The boundary condition for shape editing was set to vertices as shown in Figure 3e. Then, the surgeon manipulated the liver shape based on his image of the surgery. Figure 10b shows a shape editing result with the given resection path on the segmented liver volume. He checked the deformation of internal vascular structures and finally fixed the assumed intraoperative state of the liver. Figure 11 shows his manipulation from the initial state. In
tis manipulation, rotational operation was carried out by setting the rotation axis near the aorta. The left one is the path in the non-deformed liver, and the other two are the same paths on the liver deformed with different rotation angles: 105° and 135°. These figures demonstrate how the resection path is affected by global deformation of the liver.

Lastly, the resection process was simulated based on the planned path (see Figure 12). Local deformation along the resection path could visualize a part of internal vascular structures using inverse displacement mapping. The sequential resection process was visualized by changing the depth parameter of the given resection path. As shown in Figure 12, a thin vessel first appeared. Increasing the depth revealed a middle hepatic vein and then a portal vein appeared. These vascular structures are utilized as references which is key information when approaching occluded tumors during surgery. Thus, time-series visualization of the local appearance of vascular structures based on the real surgical process could be significant information to support surgical ablation.

### 6.3 Performance

The performance of the proposed methods was measured. As we employed texture-based volume rendering for visualizing proxy geometries [9], volume data are handled as a 3D texture. In this approach, tetrahedral elements are sampled to render the deformed results with the 3D texture. The number of vertices in the proxy geometry affects the computation time more than the volume size does. Therefore, we prepared three tetrahedral meshes with different vertices, and measured the computation time. The number of vertices was chosen after considering the previous experiment, the variety of the liver's shape and the specialist's opinion on the deformation quality. In this test, the CT liver data with 256³ voxels was used. The average computation time for deformation and volume rendering is shown in Table 2. In these cases, over 10 FPS (frames per second) was obtained, and it was possible to conduct natural, interactive operations. The presented deformation model computes the linear equations twice. Since our approach does not require integral calculations, and deformation results can be determined at each step, stable shape editing is achieved even for large deformations.

In order to generate sequential images shown in Figure 12, $D(p)$ and $D^{-1}(p')$ are computed on GPU based on the given resection path. This process is a per-voxel operation and currently requires about 1.4 seconds even if parallel computing is used. Therefore, we pre-computationally generate the required sequential images by changing the weight parameters. Once $D^{-1}(p')$ is prepared, the user can interactively deform the volume with the resection path. The resection process in the deformed state can be previewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertices</th>
<th>Deformation</th>
<th>Rendering</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Average computation time (msec) for deformation and rendering

### 6.4 Evaluation and Discussion

In the tests, we asked the specialists on the usability and limitation of the developed system. Specialists used the developed system commented that the model could:

- Support intuitive preoperative planning of patient-specific resection path shapes on the rendered image
- Express a part of vascular structures and similar local views during the ablation process
- Be applied when sharing a "roadmap" of vascular structures that should be traced with other medical staff
- Be useful for intraoperative navigation

The specialists also suggested that quantitative evaluation would support the effectiveness of the intraoperative navigation. As this work aimed to visualize the intraoperative state of the liver based on the surgeon’s image, anatomical knowledge and experience, we rather focus on providing stable, real-time computation of the shape editing for efficient preoperative planning. Therefore, we note physical accuracy of the deformation model should be further verified for use in surgical navigation. The deformation results may be strengthened if image-based or tracking-based registration with estimated/measured elastic parameters [40][41] is integrated into our framework.

We have also found some limitations from the current volume manipulation framework. For example, extremely large deformation can yield visual artifacts due to deformation of the volume being represented by sparsely sampled tetrahedral meshes because the inside of the tetrahedral elements are linearly interpolated. In the same fashion, heterogeneous elasticity modeling is currently restricted to very simple objects because the volume is sparsely sampled using hundreds of vertices. The displacement map is used to represent the ablation process. Although this approach is useful for visualizing partial cuts, simulating cutting through an organ with large deformation require additional modeling such as tetrahedral subdivision. This is basically the trade-off problem between complex topology modeling and interactive performance of overall algorithms. These issues will be our future work.
7 Conclusion

This paper proposed a new design and application of direct volume manipulation to visualize the intraoperative liver resection process. Handling interactive volume deformation and resection simultaneously has been a technical hurdle. To address this issue, our framework modeled global shape editing and discontinuous local deformation by merging proxy geometry encoding and displacement mapping. The local-frame-based elastic model was presented to allow stable editing of the liver shape during rotation while preserving the volume. Several tests confirmed the developed software and interface visualize the intraoperative state of liver and produce local views of reference vascular structures, which provides a “road map of vessels” that are key features when approaching occluded tumours.

We hope the presented techniques are applied to more complex volume data and theoretically contribute to volume visualization research. We continue to improve the framework and to develop practical medical applications for preoperative planning and for intraoperative navigation. Specifically, enhancing reality of both deformable models and real-time rendering are our future work.
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